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9. PUNCHY PRESS ADS 
 

 

 
 

Charity ads are fun to work on. And press ads  

offer their own challenges. 
 

 

OVERVIEW 
 

In this module, we cover the following topics: 

 

◼ Getting a creative brief 

◼ Producing concepts 

◼ The three elements of the ad 

◼ How to advertise a service 

◼ How to advertise business-to-business 

◼ Writing successful small ads 
 

 

 

 

 

Excerpt 
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SOURCE OF COMMISSIONS 
 

Major press ads usually go through an advertising agency. Most 

advertisers (that is, the clients) don't commission copy for a press ad 

from a lone copywriter because they don't have the facilities to put the 

ad together.  

 

There are exceptions, however. A client might ask you to write a small 

press ad (for example, a recruitment ad), or an advertisement for the 

local newspaper (which the paper will set).  

 

You should get to know an instant print shop, a designer or small ad 

agency to whom you can turn if you need to put a complete ad together.  
 

 

EXERCISE 9.1 
 

List here some instant print shops, or advertising graphic designers 

whom you might approach with a view to collaborating. Look on 

Google for local print shops or graphic designers. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

You may also get commissioned online to write smaller press ads by a 

remote client. Some copywriters go to Upwork or Freelancer.com to 

seek work. And work may come in via your website. 

 

 

HOW AN ADVERTISEMENT STARTS 
 

An advertisement starts life as a brief from the client. Most are rambling 

affairs; a few provide a proper creative brief (which we discuss below).   
 

 

 

 

MAKING THE AD WORK HARD 
 

Your press ad has to work hard to get noticed. It may be surrounded by 

pages of competing ads. It may be smaller than the rest. It might even be 

in black and white while others are in colour.  
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Many readers will barely give it a second glance. But you can give it a 

good start in life by following the best professional practice and drawing 

up a 'creative brief'. 

 
 

GET A CREATIVE BRIEF 
 

A creative brief introduces some planning into the advertising process.  

 

• It stops you writing the wrong ad. And it prevents other people in 

the company from saying later, 'We should have majored on the 

colour, not the fabric'.   

• It’s basically a blueprint for creative directors, copywriters, 

layout artists and graphics personnel.   

• It identifies the target market (consumers) and explains who 

those consumers are.   

• It identifies the product or service and presents its major 

characteristics and benefits.   

• It expresses the objectives of the advertising and discusses the 

advertising message strategy.   

• It will also address the product’s major benefit as well as provide 

a reason why this benefit is important to the consumer.   

• It should discuss the product’s personality that will be developed 

and presents the tactics or specifics of the advertising.  

 

Try to get a creative brief for every job. Here are the main points to be 

covered in the creative brief:  

 

 

 

 

Constraints: The client may not be able to afford large, full-colour ads 

in expensive publications. This financial constraint will limit how much 

you can say about the product, and where you should say it. The Code of 

Advertising Practice is another constraint which may prevent you from 

making certain claims. 

 

Competition: The copywriter must also consider the competition as part 

of the creative strategy.  Here are some questions you should ask: 

 

• What companies are considered competition? 
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• What products (brands) do these companies manufacture? 

• Which of these products compete directly with the client’s 

product? 

• Are any of these products the leading selling product (brand)? 

• Do these products have significant features that are different 

from the client’s product?  If so, what are these significant 

features? 

• Do these products cost about the same as the client’s product? 

Less? More? 
 

 

PRODUCING CONCEPTS 
 

The next stage is to produce some concepts, or rough ideas.  An agency 

may ask you, the independent copywriter, to provide a set of concepts.  

 

 

WHAT IS A CONCEPT? 
 

A concept is an outline or a rough heading for an ad.  

 

It consists of the following elements: 

 

1. a headline  

2. a description of the illustration 

3. possibly a strapline (or slogan) 

 

You don't include body copy, money-off vouchers, or any other detail. 

 

 

In other words, it's just an outline of what an ad could look like. We put 

up concepts to a client to see what kind of ideas they like.  

 

Once the client has expressed a preference for a particular idea, you 

would 'work it up'. In other words, you would write the body copy, 

refine the headline, and get an illustration. You might also add a 

strapline (or slogan). 

 

You may also decide to add a pencil sketch showing the illustration that 

you have in mind. 

 

Alternatively, you could illustrate your concepts with photographs cut 
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from magazines, and pasted on to blank A4 sheets of paper. In the case 

of an advertisement for, say, office desks, you would have a headline 

(Designer desks) above a photo or montage of office workers. 

 

If you haven't drafted at least fifteen concepts for an ad, you may have 

missed a really powerful ad which is just out of reach in your mind. 

Each concept will trigger another thought, and it may be the 14th or 30th 

that is the right one. 

 

Once they have been written, the concepts can be grouped into 4-6 main 

headings. This will help you organise your thoughts and reduce the 

options. Delete concepts that duplicate each other. 
 

 

 

 

 

NOW WATCH THIS VIDEO 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GfMIJzzXjns 
 

 
 
Anatomy of a concept 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GfMIJzzXjns
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Figure 9.1 Some of the concepts presented to a newspaper company 

which was re-launching one of its titles as a magazine which provided 

more colour. The concepts show just a headline and illustration, and 

could ultimately be used as press ads, posters, web copy or a mailer. 

 

 

THE THREE ELEMENTS OF THE AD 
 

Having agreed what you are going to say, the next task is to decide how 

to say it. Every press ad has three main components: the headline, the 

visual and the body copy. Other components, which we consider later, 

include the company's name and address, a logo, a strapline and possibly 

a coupon. 
 

 

 

 

MAKE THE HEADLINE STRONG 
 

The headline has two jobs to do. First, it must attract the reader's 

attention. And second, it must persuade them to buy your product. 

 

It isn't enough to be strident. Shouting at the reader may attract their 

attention but it won't convert them. There are two ways to gain the 

reader's attention.  

1. Firstly, the ad needs a big, bold headline. The words must leap off the 

page and be simple enough for the casual reader to understand. Avoid 

long, difficult or unnecessary words.  
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2. Secondly, the headline has to make the reader stop and think.  

 

 

SIX HEADLINES THAT DON’T WORK 
 

1. Dull announcement 

2. Statement of the obvious 

3. Obscure pun 

4. Literary reference 

5. Company or brand name 

6. Irrelevant benefit 
 

  

 

EXERCISE 9.2:  FIND SOME ADS THAT DON’T WORK 
 

Find advertisements whose headline contains one of the errors 

mentioned in the box above.  See if you can find any more categories of 

ads that don’t work. 
 

 

 

Ads have to shock the reader, make them smile or make them think. 

They should make the reader curious, tell them something they didn't 

know or simply make them want to buy. 

 

Headlines work better when they are on top of a photo or illustration. A 

headline is better than a photo in communicating a proposition; it’s more 

concise and usually has more stopping power. If the reader doesn't see a 

headline at the top of the page, they are more likely to turn over. 

 

If in doubt, use a straightforward headline that tells the story. There is 

nothing wrong with '15% off all beds now'. Avoid a headline that jokes 

simply for the sake of it. If it doesn't sell, it's a wasted effort. 
 

 

TIPS FOR BETTER HEADLINES 
 

Make the headline relate to the product. Make the headline relevant and 

simple. Make the product the hero of the ad. 

 

Beware of headlines that compare your product with something else. A 

nappy was recently compared with a colander, and a factory with 

matchsticks. Unless the comparison is immediately obvious, you will 
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lose a percentage of your readers. 

 

Use words that ring bells in the mind: Make a list of words that appeal to 

your reader. An investment company wrote:  

  ‘We venture beyond the capital’. 

 

Investors simply had to read an ad with such an intriguing headline. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

SELLING COMMODITY PRODUCTS 
 

What about products which have no unique benefit? Take a commodity 

like a packet of nails, where one company's product is identical to its 

competitors. Here the ad could emphasise the effective packaging, the 

reliable delivery, the range of related products, the extended credit 

terms, the product quality or the friendly service. 

 

It could emphasise a generic benefit which other companies ignore: the 

nails may be sharp, straight, strong, suitable for many surfaces, free 

from rust, have a flat head or come in a range of sizes. 

 

Decades ago, at the dawn of mass-market advertising, a dairy firm told 

people its milk bottles were 'washed in steam'. This impressive hygiene 

claim was actually standard industry practice. But no other company had 

recognised that it could make a strong proposition. 

 

 

13 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR AD 
 

1. Give it a sub-heading. Give your advertisement an introductory 

sub-head if you want to draw attention to a specific market. For 

example: 'School Fees', or 'Music Lovers'. 

You can also use the sub-head to draw attention to a problem that 

people face. For example: 'Are other people reading your secret 

documents?' Or: 'Leaky guttering?' 

 

2. Use an editorial format. An editorial format looks less like an ad, 

and people feel more positive and relaxed when they read it. An 

editorial-style ad also looks more informative and lively. And if 

done in the style of the magazine in which it appears, it will capture 
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some of the goodwill that people feel towards the publication. 

 

3. Don't write for more than one person. If you say, 'Send orders 

to...’ you break the illusion of personal conversation. 

 

4. Don't leave out body copy. Many advertisers produce ads that look 

like posters. They think that it is enough to have an image of a 

model, a pack shot and a banal headline like 'The subtle difference'. 

Record companies, film distributors and publishers believe that the 

name of a pop group, film star or author is sufficient to attract sales. 

Yet all consumers need to know why they should buy the product. 

Without body copy, the ad is deprived of its sales points, and the 

product is only bought by loyal fans. 

 

5. Always include a headline. Recently there have been headless ads 

for a major bank, a coffee brand, a hair conditioner and a fitted 

kitchen company. In such cases, the reader is expected to plunge 

into the body copy (if it exists) to understand the ad. 

 

6. Don't make the headline difficult to understand. Tell them about 

your client’s product simply and directly.  

 
 

 

 

 

EXERCISE 9.5:  FIND EXAMPLES OF THE ‘13 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR 

AD’ (ABOVE). 
 
Find advertisements which either conform to the suggestions above or 

else fail to conform to them. 
 
 

 

 

HOW TO ADVERTISE A SERVICE 
 

Service companies face a special problem: their activities are intangible. 

A 'with profits' endowment policy that matures in the year 2045 doesn't 

offer the instant gratification of a hi-fi or a chocolate bar. The task is 

even more difficult for middlemen like financial advisers, since their 

services are not unique. Like a retailer, they are merely selling other 

companies' products. 
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In an effort to overcome this problem, companies often resort to 

imagery. Banks use horses or griffins to communicate their services, 

while their corporate ads use photos of athletes to suggest co-ordination. 

 

Interest rate percentages are common. These are an appeal to price, 

showing what good value the investment is. But someone will always 

offer a better price, so interest rates are rarely enough to make people 

buy a financial service. Another benefit is needed. 

 

People don't buy savings accounts. They buy security, prudence, or 

peace of mind. They buy a nest egg or they save for a rainy day. They 

buy to help a charity, or because the company is environmentally sound. 

They buy for easy access to a cashpoint machine, for the large number 

of branches, or the extended opening hours. They buy because the 

company looks friendly, is upmarket, or because it understands young 

people. 

 

In short, there are dozens of propositions for a service company, and 

hundreds of ways to express that proposition in a creative way. The 

same applies to all other services. 

 

 

 
 

QUESTIONS A COPYWRITER SHOULD ASK A SERVICE COMPANY 
 

◼ What service do you want to promote? 

◼ What does your service stand for? What values are important to you? 

◼ What would you like customers to say about you? 

◼ What are customers really buying? 

◼ What fears do they have? 

◼ In what way are you different from your competitors? 

◼ How are your competitors expressing their service? 

◼ What benefit does your service offer the consumer? 

◼ How can you express that benefit in a way that is different from your 

competitors? 

◼ How can you express the benefit in a way that all can understand? 

 
 

 

HOW TO ADVERTISE BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS 
 

Try to make sense of this gobbledegook: 
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 The highest level intelligent programming environment 

today. Multi-paradigm support for: frames and object 

orientation, rule-based logic programming, dynamic 

hypertext, inexact reasoning and visual dialogue 

creation, as well as links to traditional programming 

languages. 

 

This passage consists entirely of product features, without a benefit in 

sight. But it needn't be so. When you buy a car, you buy an image of 

power, styling, convenience, economy or luxury; and the manufacturers 

give you reasons to believe the image. They focus on real benefits, like 

smoothness and fuel-efficiency. Similarly, business-to-business 

organisations must talk about the benefits of their product, not its 

features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

HINTS FOR BETTER BUSINESS TO BUSINESS ADS 
 

Avoid cluttered ads. Some ads are so cluttered that there is nowhere for 

the eye to rest. In others the headline is no larger than the body copy. A 

recent full-page ad contained 5 headlines, 7 logos, 3 phone numbers, and 

21 'bullet points'. Because of the clutter, readers were left uncertain as to 

what the ad was actually selling. 

 

Be careful about negative ads. One ad was headlined 'Hidden Extras'. It 

aimed to tell the reader that the product had more functions than its 

competitors. But readers took the ad at face value - and worried about 

hidden extra costs. 

 

Include any quality marks such as ISO 9000, BBA, kitemark, or 

membership of trade associations. They are valuable endorsements. 
 

Make it lively: Business ads needn't be dull; there is a place for amusing 

or challenging ads. Business people are ordinary human beings who like 
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to be entertained or wooed. Your ad needs to stand out; cartoons, 

unusual photos or a different proposition can help you achieve that. 

Weigh up the staid offering of your competitors, and ask yourself 

whether your ads could stand out more clearly. 

 

 

 

 

WRITING SUCCESSFUL SMALL ADS 
 

Small ads are found in every publication, from the classified ads in the 

local press to the full page advertisement in glossy magazines. 

 

Because of its size, the small ad poses a challenge. How do you squeeze 

all the information into such a small space? The answer is: you don't. 

With small ads, you have to be selective about what you include. 

 

 
 

 
 
THE SUCCESSFUL DIRECT RESPONSE AD 
 

If you want people to send you an order and a cheque, remember to 

include all the necessary information: 

• Illustration of the product 

• Product benefits 

• Size, performance, construction details 

• Price 

• Your address. Keep it short and don't add unnecessary lines. 

Remember to include a code to identify which publication 

provided the enquiry. 

• Your telephone number, website and email address (for queries) 

• Payment: What are the payment options? Keep the company 

name simple and put it in a prominent size. Use only one form of 

the company name (Don't call it 'Lab 16' in the headline and 

'ANO Industries trading as Lab Sixteen Ltd' in the address line). 
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REMINDER 
 

Have you completed the following exercises? 

 

 Exercise 9.1 

 Exercise 9.2 

 Exercise 9.3 

 Exercise 9.4 

 Exercise 9.5 

 

Tick the boxes when you have completed the exercises.  When you have 

completed the exercises you can do the assignment that follows. 

 

 

SUMMARY 
 

1. You know how to get yourself a creative brief. 

2. You are able to produce concepts. 

3. You are aware of the three elements of an ad. 

4. You know how to advertise to a service, as well as business-to-

business. 

5. You know how to write successful small ads. 
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TUTOR MARKED ASSIGNMENT  
 
BAKERMILL BAKERIES 
 

Bakermill Bakeries is launching a new bread. It tastes better than 

existing loaves, and is healthier because the new process doesn't destroy 

the goodness of the wheat, as the normal Chorleywood process does. 

The bread contains less water and air than normal, so the texture is also 

better, being more granular. In short, it’s a better bread. 

 

The bread is wholemeal and sliced, and comes in a standard 800g pack.  

 

The media schedule (whether TV, posters or press ads) has not yet been 

decided. Your task is to: 

 

1. Devise a set of possible brand names for the product. What 

names would suit a new brand of bread? For guidance, see the 

section headed 'Creating Brand Names' in the bonus document: 

Brand names, labelling, outdoor and other types of copy. 

 

2. Produce a set of concepts for the product. We covered concepts 

earlier in the module. If you’re unsure, turn back and re-read the 

section on concepts.  

• You should produce at least five different concepts. Ten would 

be better. 

• Each concept should be on a separate page. Try exploring 

different styles and themes (at this stage, we need lots of different 

ideas).  

• Each concept should have its own headline and a visual, or a 

description of what the visual would be.  

 

Tip 

 

Will your target market respond best to an ad that’s factual or one that’s 

entertaining? To decide what kind of approach(es) might work best, 

look at some TV commercials, posters or women’s magazines. 

 

When you have completed this assignment, send it to your tutor for 

marking. If you email your assignment, make sure you include your 

name and assignment number at the top of your work. 
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 EXERCISE ANSWERS 
 

EXERCISE 9.4  
 

This ad lacks a headline. The A+ 

could hardly be called a heading, 

and it will take many people a long 

time to work out that this ad is a 

school report.  In fact, most people 

will turn the page without properly 

understanding the ad. 

 

The body copy is hard to read, 

being in italic, and densely packed. 

  

There is no pay-off, and no strap 

line. 

 

This ad could be improved by 

giving it a headline, a strapline, 

and possibly a direct response 

element (such as an invitation to 

phone for a free trial pack). 

 
 

 

 

 


